
GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3000 

Meet the Asian Small-clawed Otters for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Go behind the scenes at the Asian small-clawed otter exhibit to see these wee bundles of energy up close and 

personal. Learn how our keepers care for the family of 10 and then help out with some keeper duties yourself! 

Give them an array of their favorite snacks and enrichment toys behind the scenes, then watch as they swim, glide 

and slide through their exhibit. They are sure to be otter-ly adorable! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Tour 

must be scheduled before zoo opens at 9:30 a.m. 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

VALUE:  $1,500.00 

 

3001 

Prickly Porcupine Tour With Feeding for Four (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Come behind the scenes at Northern Trail with three of your friends for a close-up look at our porcupines and 

watch as keepers feed and weigh the porcupines. (If you’re lucky and our female Molly gives birth in the spring of 

2017, you may even get a peek at a porcupette!) Keepers will do a training session to demonstrate how we are 

conditioning our female for ultrasounds and palpation. Discover the wonderful sights of the Northern Trail with 

this fun experience! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Young 

children may come on the tour, but will not be allowed in with the porcupine. 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

VALUE:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3002 

Beautiful Butterflies for 10 (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Enjoy a personal guided tour through Woodland Park Zoo’s brand new Molbak's Butterfly Garden and Silverspot 

Butterfly Lab! Learn about the vital role pollinators like butterflies and bees play in our lives and how you can 

transform your own backyard into a pollinator-friendly habitat. First head behind the scenes to explore Woodland 

Park Zoo’s Oregon Silverspot Butterfly Lab and learn what goes into the conservation efforts of this threatened 

Northwest species. You’ll see caterpillars or pupae that will eventually transform into the beautiful butterflies that 

we release into the wild, and you’ll talk to the staff behind this exciting program. Finish the experience with a 

guided tour through the brand new Molback's Butterfly Garden. Seeing these delicate, beautiful and extremely 

important creatures up close will be an experience you won’t forget. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Valid 

May through September only. 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

VALUE:  $650.00 

 

 

3003 

Zoo Doo Delivery and Tour for Two 

Do the doo at the zoo! Two of you will tour the Zoo Doo yard and experience the mystery and science of 

composting. Later, the lucky bidder will also receive 500 pounds of Zoo Doo, the Pacific Northwest’s most exotic 

compost, delivered right to your door. Your garden will thank you for this special treat, but your 

neighbors…maybe not so much! 

Restrictions: Expires May 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 5 years of age and older. Delivery to the greater Seattle area only. Zoo Doo subject to availability. 

Available from time of purchase through May 2017 only. 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO 

Value:  $800.00 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3004 

Behind the Scenes With the Giraffes for Five (Behind the Scenes) 

You and four guests are invited to meet the tallest animals in town with this rare, behind-the-scenes encounter. 

Walk around the Giraffe Barn and see where Woodland Park Zoo’s giraffes spend time when they’re not on the 

Savanna. Learn everything you’ve ever wanted to know about these remarkable animals and their care. You’ll even 

have the opportunity to help feed the giraffes a snack! 

Restrictions: Expires April 30, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Redeemable during winter months only (October-April); Tuesday-Saturday; from 9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

3005 

VIP Grizzly Bear Weigh-In for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

This intimate experience will have you just feet away from our massive grizzly bear brothers Keema and Denali! 

Head behind the scenes at the zoo’s award-winning Northern Trail exhibit and watch the grizzly boys each step 

on the scale for a routine weigh-in. You are sure to be impressed when you witness their gentle and attentive 

behavior up close – and when you see the number that appears on the scale during their weigh-in! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Experience is available April 15–October 31 at 8:00 a.m. Children under the age of 3 must be held. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $850.00 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3006 

Day Exhibit Exploration With Jennifer Pramuk, PhD for Six (Behind the 

Scenes) 

Venture behind the scenes with Woodland Park Zoo curator and herpetologist Jennifer Pramuk to discover the 

amazing world of reptiles and amphibians at Woodland Park Zoo's Day Exhibit. Watch a snake receive a snack, 

hear about the care and natural history of the Day Exhibit residents, and learn about Woodland Park Zoo’s 25-

year effort to recover the western pond turtle in our state. Don’t miss this special opportunity to peer into the 

world of a Day Exhibit zookeeper - if you’re brave enough! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Children 

under the age of 3 must be held. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3007 

Jaguar Keeper Talk and Enrichment for Four 

You and three fortunate friends will have the opportunity to observe a jaguar enrichment experience at the 

award-winning Jaguar Cove. Watch these gorgeous cats hunt for snacks while you soak up all the jaguar 

knowledge our keeper has to offer. You will also receive a jaguar plush to take home as a way to remember this 

special experience. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Spring/summer months only. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $500.00 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3008  

Penguin Painting Experience for Five (Behind the Scenes) 

See the creative side of our tremendously talented Humboldt penguins! You and four lucky friends will watch 

from behind the scenes as a keeper assists one of our penguins in the creation of a one-of-a-kind painting you’ll be 

able to take home and proudly hang on your wall.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Available November-April.  Experience not available during penguin breeding season or while the birds are in molt. 

Participants must be 5 years of age and older. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $850.00 

 

 

3009 

Exclusive Orangutan Enrichment Experience for Two (Behind the Scenes) 

This is a rare opportunity for you to meet our lovable orangutans behind the scenes as they enjoy an afternoon 

snack. See these intelligent animals up close and personal as a knowledgeable keeper shares facts about these 

magnificent great apes. Find out what they eat and how it’s prepared, the differences between our two orangutan 

groups and so much more! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Available May 1-September 30. Participants must be 18 years of age or over. Provided mask must be worn. No 

colds/illnesses on day of tour or entire week before. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $850.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3010 

Breakfast With the Tigers for 10 

Gather your group of 10 for an intimate breakfast with our Malayan tigers. Watch as the striking felines hunt for 

special enrichment treats prepared by their keepers while you dine on a tasty breakfast of your own in the 

beautiful Banyan Wilds exhibit. You won’t want to miss these front row seats for a truly special tiger experience.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

experience must be scheduled at 8:00 a.m. and participants must be finished with breakfast by 9:00. Not a behind-the-

scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

3011 

Private Giraffe Family Feeding for Six (NEW) 

Standing over 15 feet tall, our giraffes are truly the tallest residents in town! This is your chance to stand face to 

face with these magnificent creatures as you enjoy a private feeding session on our giraffe feeding platform. You’ll 

learn fascinating facts from one of our expert keepers as you feed the giraffes an assortment of leafy browse. 

Standing alongside these gentle giants is sure to be awe-inspiring and an experience you will never forget. 

Restrictions: Expires September 30, 2016. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Valid during summer months only (May-September) and must be scheduled at 11:00 a.m. This experience is not available 

on Tuesdays. This experience is great for all ages! Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $450.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3012 

Raptor Flight Program Experience for Two (Behind the Scenes) 

This is an exclusive opportunity for you and a friend to take part in the Raptors In Flight program at Woodland 

Park Zoo. You’ll join a keeper on the presentation lawn during the program while our aplomado falcon Lola flies 

through the sky and then lands on your arm! After the program, you’ll have a private, behind-the-scenes tour of 

our Raptor Barn and learn about caring for these brilliant birds. Don’t let this exciting experience fly by! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age and older. There must be at least one adult present during the flight experience. Must 

be scheduled during summer season programs (or on a weekend if a winter date is desired) to accommodate the raptor 

program schedule. This experience is not available on Wednesdays. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3013 

Private Snow Leopard Encounter for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Bring three of your friends to Woodland Park Zoo and meet our stunning snow leopard twosome. Your group 

will go behind the scenes to get an up-close look at these beautiful cats and learn about their amazing adaptations 

for living in a harsh, alpine environment. This is the purrrfect experience for any big cat lover! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Experience is available between 10:30 a.m.–noon only. Participants must be 12 years of age and older and two adults must 

be present.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3014 

Ultimate Tree Kangaroo Experience With Lisa Dabek, PhD and Deanna DeBo 

for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Join Lisa Dabek, program director of WPZ’s Tree Kangaroo Conservation Program, and Deanna DeBo, WPZ 

collection manager, for an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at Woodland Park Zoo’s Matschie’s tree kangaroos! 

This expert duo will talk with you about tree kangaroos and the Tree Kangaroo Conservation Program 

established in Papua New Guinea to help protect this endangered species. You’ll learn about community-based 

conservation efforts and the special coffee project partnership with Caffé Vita. As an added bonus, you will 

receive a bag of Papua New Guinea coffee and a tree kangaroo plush to remember your visit! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3015 

Animal Food Prep for Two (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Get a behind-the-scenes look at the zoo’s Commissary where food is stored and prepared for the 1,000-plus 

animals that call Woodland Park Zoo home. Learn how our talented teams develop custom diets to meet the 

diverse nutritional needs of each individual animal. You will even help the animal diet specialists prepare a meal 

and ride along on food deliveries to our animal units. We guarantee you will be amazed by the amount of food 

needed to keep our hungry critters happy and healthy! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Tour 

must be scheduled at 7:30 a.m.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3016 

Chilean Flamingo Encounter for 10 

Bring your flock of friends to Woodland Park Zoo and meet our flock of beautiful Chilean flamingos! Join an 

expert keeper in front of the flamingo exhibit to learn why a flamingo’s feathers are pink and what goes into 

taking care of these exquisite birds. You’ll even get to take home a bag of pink flamingo feathers to remember 

your visit! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Not a 

behind-the-scenes experience. This is a great experience for all ages!  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $300.00 

 

 

3017 

Primates and Prosimians for Four 

You and three lucky guests will get an exclusive experience to meet three very special primate species and their 

knowledgeable keepers. First, meet with a colobus monkey keeper to learn about browsing, and observe as these 

leaf-eating primates do just that. Then, shadow a keeper during morning rounds with the red ruffed lemurs and 

watch these amazing primates search their exhibit for tasty snacks. Finally, you’ll also meet the zoo’s energetic 

ring-tailed lemurs as they bound from tree to tree gathering their morning enrichment. This experience is truly a 

primate and prosimian lover’s dream! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Must be 

scheduled April through September when temperatures are warmer. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $400.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3018 

Baby Turtle Tours for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

This is your opportunity to see conservation in action while you learn about Woodland Park Zoo’s Western 

Pond Turtle Recovery Project – a program that raises turtle hatchlings for eventual release into the wild in an 

effort to boost the numbers of this critically endangered species. With this item, you’ll get two experiences for 

the price of one! You will first be invited behind the scenes to view our baby turtles shortly after they hatch. 

Then, you’ll be invited back to watch those very same turtles as they are prepared by staff for release into the 

wild. A very rewarding experience you won’t want to miss! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Arrangements will be based on the breeding cycles of the turtles and program release 

dates. Turtle hatching period is ~October/November. Preparation for release occurs around July. Please make mutually 

agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $700.00 

 

 

3019 

Face to Face With the Jaguars for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

You and three lucky guests will venture behind the scenes at the award-winning Jaguar Cove exhibit to meet our 

stunning jaguars. Stand face to face with these enchanting felines while they enjoy a snack from just a few feet 

away. Learn how our expert keepers care for these beautiful cats and ask them everything you’ve ever wanted to 

know about jaguars. You will even have the opportunity to step foot into the jaguar exhibit (without the jaguars 

there, of course) and help hide enrichment items for the cats to enjoy later. Being this close to such an impressive 

animal is sure to leave you breathless!  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Experience must be held after 11 a.m. Participants must be 12 years of age or older, and two adults must be included in 

the group. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $950.00 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3020 

Lemur Snack Time for Six (Behind the Scenes) 

Bring five friends to meet the adorable red ruffed lemurs of Woodland Park Zoo and feed them a special fruit 

breakfast! Go behind the scenes to see these adorable creatures from Madagascar up close and personal, and then 

help hide enrichment items throughout their exhibit. You’ll even help feed the lemurs their morning meal and 

marvel at how they take these treats right out of your hand. It doesn’t get better than this! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Weather dependent and only valid during the summer months (May-September). 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $950.00 

 

 

3021 

Shower with the Toucans for Two 

Two lucky people will spend the morning with a zoo horticulturist watering the lush confines of Woodland Park 

Zoo’s award-winning Tropical Rain Forest. As you water the plants, watch the toucans and other birds enjoy their 

morning bath and learn about the amazing types of plants that grow in the rain forest. Then sit down in the rain 

forest dome amongst its feathered residents for a breakfast made especially for you.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Must 

take place 7:30-9:30 a.m. prior to the zoo opening. Participants must be 7 years of age or older, and one adult must be 

present. 

Value:  $400.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3022 

African Savanna Tour With Curator Martin Ramirez for Four (Behind the 

Scenes) 

Join Woodland Park Zoo curator Martin Ramirez for a behind-the-scenes look at our magnificent mammals. Learn 

what it takes to assemble such a large collection and hear insider stories about our animals from the man who 

knows them best! Depending on the time of year, you may have an up-close visit with lions, hippos, giraffes and 

much, much more! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age or older. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $755.00 

 

 

3023 

Meerkat Munchies for Two (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet some of the zoo’s cutest residents during this rare and tasty experience. Alongside a knowledgeable keeper, 

help prepare a delicious array of our meerkats' favorite fare. Then, watch from the front of the exhibit as the 

meerkats search for and devour their enrichment. This is sure to be a treat for both you and the meerkats! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Must be 

scheduled during the winter months (October-April). Participants must be 5 years or older. At least one adult must be 

present. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3024 

Talented Tapir Tour for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Get up close and personal with our massive, yet gentle, Malayan tapirs. Join our expert keepers for a training 

session and learn how our tapirs participate in their own healthcare with regular blood draws and ultrasounds. 

You’ll get to see first hand how much the duo enjoys bath time and scratches from their keepers. You are sure to 

be amazed by these highly intelligent animals! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age and older. Must be scheduled at 10:30 a.m.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3025 

Outstanding Owl Experience for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Head behind the scenes with three of your friends at the Raptor Barn to learn owl you want to know about our 

different owl species! Watch a routine weigh-in with one of our feathered friends as you get an up-close look at 

these beautiful birds. Then head to the Northern Trail for a keeper talk with our snowy owls. This experience is a 

hoot for all bird lovers! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 6 years of age and older. Tours must accommodate raptor program schedule during summer season.   

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3026 

Grizzly Bear Enrichment for Seven (Behind the Scenes) 

Treat your beary closest friends to this exclusive grizzly bear experience. Your group will climb to the top of our 

grizzly bear viewing platform and watch as a keeper hides enrichment items throughout the yard. Then watch as 

brothers Keema and Denali are released back into the exhibit to forage for their special treats. You’ll be amazed 

by their size and beauty as you watch the boys from the best seat in the house.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Experience is available April–September. Guests must be 12 years of age or older. Not handicap accessible.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 

3027 

River Otter Feeding for Two (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet the Northern Trail’s most playful residents, our group of North American river otters. See why keepers are 

so fond of caring for these energetic animals as you and a friend go behind the scenes for an up close visit with 

our otters. Watch as they snack on their favorite treats and delight in their excitement! During your tour, you’ll 

also get a behind-the-scenes peek at their exhibit neighbors, our Rocky Mountain goats!  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3028 

Snow Leopard Enrichment for Two (Behind the Scenes) 

Visit Woodland Park Zoo’s Australasia exhibit for a behind-the-scenes encounter with our gorgeous snow 

leopards. Alongside an expert keeper, venture into the snow leopard exhibit (without the snow leopards there, of 

course!) to hide tasty enrichment items. Then head back out front and watch as the beautiful felines sniff out their 

treats. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age and older and one adult must be present.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 

3029 

Animal Ambassador Training Session for Two (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet our charismatic ambassador animals in their newly renovated home behind the scenes. You’ll learn from an 

expert keeper how our group of ambassador animals prepare for their interactions with the public and how all of 

our zoo animals are trained to assist in their own healthcare. You’ll even have the opportunity to participate in a 

training session and feed our ambassadors as you learn basic training principles that you can apply with your 

animal friends at home. Animals you might encounter include an armadillo, a hornbill, a tortoise, a raccoon, a 

porcupine, a raven and many more! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3030 

Yellow Anaconda Feeding and More for Four 

You and three lucky guests are invited to experience a rare zoo event - the feeding of our yellow anaconda! This 

snake only eats once a month, so don’t miss your front row seat for this amazing opportunity. Your group will 

also tour the rest of our award-winning Tropical Rain Forest exhibit with one of our fabulous keepers. Get the 

inside scoop on caring for poison dart frogs, toucans and all the other fascinating creatures in this exhibit.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Prey for the anaconda is pre-frozen (not alive) for the feeding. Please make mutually 

agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Feeding for the anaconda can be Tuesday-Saturday and would be 

subject to the animal not being in pre-shed or winter fasting mode. Recommend scheduling this experience in the summer 

since the snake does not eat during most of the winter months. Participants must be 12 years of age or older. Not a 

behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $500.00 

 

 

3031 

Bird Enthusiast Tour for Four 

Join a Woodland Park Zoo bird keeper for an early morning bird watching tour on zoo grounds during the spring 

or fall migration period. Then, tour the aviaries to learn more about the magnificent exotic birds that call 

Woodland Park Zoo home. You’ll come away from this inspiring experience prepared to do more bird watching 

on your own! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 10 years of age or older. Early morning during spring or fall migration periods is the best time to 

schedule. Participants will need to bring their own binoculars if desired. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $350.00 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3032 

Take a Stroll With the Kunekune Pigs for Four (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet the charismatic and often outspoken kunekune pig brothers Baxter and Barkley on this unforgettable visit to 

the Family Farm. You’ll get up close and personal as you touch these loving animals and learn their favorite spots 

to be scratched. Your group of four will even have the opportunity to walk the brothers around zoo grounds for 

some exercise! This hands-on opportunity is too cute to miss. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

tour is great for all ages! 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3033 

Breakfast With the Lions for 10 

Here’s your chance to dine with the savanna’s most popular predator – but don’t worry, you won’t be on the 

menu! Your group of 10 will visit the lions before the zoo opens and watch them hunt for enrichment items 

prepared by their keepers. As your group enjoys this private, one-of-a-kind experience, you’ll feast on your own 

tasty breakfast in our cozy lion shelter. An expert keeper will be on hand to answer questions and tell you all 

about our gorgeous cats. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

experience must be scheduled at 8:00 a.m. and participants must be finished with breakfast by 9:00. Not a behind-the-

scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3034 

After-Hours Adventure for Four 

Have you ever wondered what happens at the zoo after the last guest has gone home? Here’s your chance to find 

out! You and three friends are invited to spend a very special evening of nighttime exploration at Woodland Park 

Zoo. Your guide will take you through the zoo for an exclusive after-hours look at the animals. Discover which 

animals are bedding down for the night and which are just rousing to start their nocturnal activity! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Valid 

May-September. Zoo closes at 6:00 p.m. in the summer. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $850.00 

 

 

3035 

Exclusive Raptor Barn Feeding for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Spend a morning behind the scenes at Woodland Park Zoo’s Raptor Barn! Join a keeper as our birds receive their 

morning meal and learn about the differences between each of our raptor species. You’ll have the chance to ask 

our expert keeper everything you ever wondered about these magnificent birds during your up-close visit. We’re 

talon you, this is an experience you won’t want to miss! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 6 years of age and older. Tours must accommodate raptor program schedule during summer season.   

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3036 

Matschie’s Tree Kangaroo Feeding for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Matschie’s tree kangaroos live only in the Huon Peninsula of northeastern Papua New Guinea, but no need to 

travel to the other side of the world for this special experience! With an expert keeper as your guide, head 

behind the scenes for an up-close visit with the endangered marsupial. Learn about their care and Woodland Park 

Zoo’s efforts to protect the species in the wild through the Tree Kangaroo Conservation Program. To top off the 

experience, you may even get the very rare opportunity to get up close to our tree kangaroos as they enjoy a 

snack! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $850.00 

 

 

3037 

Wolf Pack Enrichment Experience for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet Woodland Park Zoo’s gray wolf pack as you venture behind the scenes with three lucky friends. Learn how 

our expert keepers care for these endangered animals and witness the intricate social structure of wolf culture. 

Then, head back to the viewing area and watch the pack devour special enrichment treats set out especially for 

your visit. You’re certainly in for a howling good time! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

experience is only available at 11 a.m –noon or 1:00–2:00 p.m. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3038 

Explore the Tropical Rain Forest for Three (Behind the Scenes) 

Shadow one of our fabulous keepers as they care for the colorful inhabitants of our award-winning Tropical Rain 

Forest exhibit! You’ll start behind the scenes with the red ruffed lemurs with the rare opportunity to see these 

curious creatures up close. Then continue through our keeper’s morning routine with visits to the jaguars, poison 

dart frogs, yellow anaconda, toucans and much, much more! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age or older. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3039 

Perfect Penguin Meeting for Six (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet one of our charismatic Humboldt penguins in this special, behind-the-scenes encounter. You’ll tour the 

behind-the-scenes penguin area to see where their food is prepared and even step foot into their exhibit. You’ll 

then get an up-close visit with one of these dashing birds and even have the opportunity to feed a penguin its 

favorite meal - fish! If you are a penguin fan, this adorable opportunity is for you! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Available November-April. Experience is not available during penguin breeding season or while the birds are in molt. 

Available times: 11:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00. Burrow room may or may not be available during nesting season (December-

May). Participants must be 5 years of age or older.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3040 

Behind the Scenes With the Tigers for Five (Behind the Scenes) 

Head behind the scenes for a face-to-face visit with Woodland Park Zoo’s majestic Malayan tigers. During your 

intimate encounter, meet our expert keepers and find out what it’s like to care for this critically endangered 

species as the tigers receive a special snack. You’ll learn about Woodland Park Zoo and Panthera’s work with our 

partners in Malaysia to conserve tigers and their habitat and what you can do to help save them before it’s too 

late. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 12 years of age and older. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

3041 

A Wild Birthday Party at Woodland Park Zoo 

Celebrate your child’s next birthday party at Woodland Park Zoo’s historic carousel. Your zoo birthday package 

can accommodate up to 15 people and includes a two-hour party in the historic carousel party room, entrance to 

the zoo’s award-winning exhibits, one carousel ride for every guest and a special gift for the birthday child. Not to 

mention, your birthday party arrangements will be made easy as a friendly sales representative will be on hand to 

help you with anything you might need prior to the big day! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least three weeks in advance. Party 

favors, exciting zoo activities, extra guests and refreshments are available for an additional cost.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO 

Value:  $275.00 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3042 

Three Little Pigs Tour for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Meet our three little Visayan warty pigs on this charming and up-close experience. You’ll first help a keeper hide 

snacks in the warty pig exhibit and then watch the group quickly devour your creations. If you’re lucky, they may 

even lay down and ask you for a quick scratch! This up-close experience is fun for all ages and one you are sure to 

love!  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Must be 

scheduled at 9:30 a.m. This is a great tour for all ages!  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

3043 

Breakfast With the Ring-tailed Lemurs for Six (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

You and five lucky guests will arrive to the zoo in the morning for breakfast and mimosas alongside our 

rambunctious ring-tailed lemurs. Watch as the lemurs jump through their exhibit to search for their morning 

treats as you dine on tasty tidbits yourself! You will also hear fascinating tales about these fun primates from one 

of our knowledgeable keepers. Don’t miss this opportunity for a private viewing of some of the most acrobatic 

and energetic animals at the zoo! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

experience must be scheduled at 8:00 a.m. and participants must be finished with breakfast by 9:00. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3044 

Bold Bear Encounter for Six (Behind the Scenes) 

Gather five of your most adventurous friends and step foot inside the grizzly bear exhibit (without Keema and 

Denali there, of course) at Woodland Park Zoo’s award-winning Northern Trail. Help a keeper hide Keema and 

Denali’s morning enrichment in their exhibit, and then watch as the grizzly brothers wander around to find the 

treats you hid. This is definitely an experience you don’t want to miss! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Experience is available April 15-October 31 at 8:00 a.m. Participants must be 12 years of age and older.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $950.00 

 

 

3045 

Bold Bug World Tour for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Grab three of your bravest friends and go buggy for this thrilling behind-the-scenes tour of Bug World! You’ll 

come face-to-face with recycling cockroaches, flamboyant flower beetles, assassin bugs, web-spinning spiders, 

scuba diving beetles and tarantulas, just to name a few. If you’re fascinated by insects and spiders, this is the tour 

for you! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Participants must be 6 years of age or older, and two adults must be present in the group. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

 

 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3046 

Sloth Bear Snack Time for Four (Behind the Scenes) 

Join our sloth bears for this beary special snack time! You and three friends will get a rare behind-the-scenes look 

at the sloth bears while assisting keepers with a feeding. Witness our bears suck up their snacks with their 

perfectly-adapted snouts, like a high-powered vacuum, a sight (and sound) you won’t forget! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Animals 

may be shy. Participants must be 12 years of age or older. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $1,000.00 

 

 

3047 

Hippo Kisses for Two (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Grab a friend and join our female hippopotamus Guadalupe behind the scenes to create your very own hippo-kiss 

painting! What is a hippo kiss? You will assist a keeper by applying non-toxic paint to Guadalupe’s mouth and then 

gently press a sheet of paper to her lips. With lips 2 feet wide and a mouth that can open to 150 degrees, this 

hippo’s kiss will be unforgettable! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance.  

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO EAST TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3048 

How to Train a Dragon for Five 

Join a knowledgeable keeper with four of your friends to learn all about Woodland Park Zoo’s Komodo dragons 

and their care. Did you know that Komodo dragons are by far the world’s largest lizard? Learn fascinating facts as 

you get an up-close look at these unique reptiles. You’ll watch the keeper hide food in the exhibit and then marvel 

as these amazingly strong reptiles hunt for their meal! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Winter 

months in the morning, October–April, are recommended. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $450.00 

 

 

3049 

Willawong Feeding and Carousel Fun for 10 

Discover the magic of Willawong Station and Woodland Park Zoo’s Historic Carousel! Your group of 10 will 

enjoy exclusive access to this bird sanctuary as you get up close to feed its colorful residents. As the birds enjoy 

your feeding sticks, a keeper will join your group to talk about the different types of birds and what goes into 

caring for them. You will also receive 10 carousel passes to enjoy after your bird encounter and 10 animal plushes 

to remember your fun day at the zoo. Don’t miss out on this colorful and kid-friendly experience! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. This 

experience is only available in the morning before the zoo opens. Not a behind-the-scenes experience. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO NORTH TEAM 

Value:  $250.00 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3050 

Red Panda Enrichment for Four (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Take part in a rare enrichment experience with our adorable red pandas. Listen and learn from an expert keeper 

about these furry animals as they browse on their favorite food – bamboo. Start at the main exhibit to see one of 

our male red pandas, then head behind the scenes to meet our other male and female. Red pandas are primarily 

active from dusk to dawn, so this is a unique opportunity to see them in action! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

Additional access restrictions may apply if the female becomes pregnant and gives birth. Not available in July or August. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $750.00 

 

 

3051 

Private Family Farm Feeding for Six (Behind the Scenes) 

Get up close and personal with our charming barnyard animals as you spend two hours behind the scenes at the 

Family Farm. You’ll meet and have the opportunity to touch our pigs, goats, cow, and sheep. Learn all about what 

they eat as you help a keeper with the animals’ morning feeding. This is a great hands-on experience for all ages! 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY WOLF ZOO EXPERIENCES 

 
3052 

Maned Wolves Enrichment for Four (NEW) (Behind the Scenes) 

Don’t miss this opportunity to meet our beautiful maned wolves Vinny and Lana! Neither a fox nor a wolf, maned 

wolves are a species all their own with stilt-like legs, a pointed muzzle, a striking red coat, and a dark mane along 

their backs. Join one of our expert keepers and watch the duo devour special enrichment treats prepared 

especially for your visit. You’ll learn about their incredible adaptations such as superb sense of smell, long legs and 

keen eyesight. If you’re lucky, you may even get a whiff of the strong “perfume” maned wolves use to mark their 

territory.  

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. 

 

THANK YOU: WOODLAND PARK ZOO WEST TEAM 

Value:  $650.00 

 

3053 

Photo Safari at the Zoo for Two 

Enjoy an exclusive, two-hour photo safari at Woodland Park Zoo and learn how to take professional photos with 

Jeremy Dwyer-Lindgren, the zoo’s staff photographer! Capture your favorite animals as well as the natural and 

lush foliage on Woodland Park Zoo’s grounds. 

Restrictions: Expires July 15, 2017. Please make mutually agreeable arrangements at least eight weeks in advance. Camera 

not provided, bring personal camera. Recommended for ages 12 years of age and older. 

 

THANK YOU: JEREMY DWYER-LINDGREN, WOODLAND PARK ZOO STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER 

Value:  $650.00 

 

 

 


